Abstract. A fundamental challenge in Internet computing (IC) is to efficiently schedule computations having complex interjob dependencies, given the unpredictability of remote machines, in availability and time of access. The recent IC Scheduling theory focuses on these sources of unpredictability by crafting schedules that maximize the number of executable jobs at every point in time. In this paper, we experimentally investigate the key question: does IC Scheduling yield significant positive benefits for real IC? To this end, we develop a realistic computation model to match jobs to client machines and conduct extensive simulations to compare IC-optimal schedules against popular, intuitively compelling heuristics. Our results suggest thatfor a large range of computation-dags, client availability patterns, and two quite different performance metrics, IC-optimal schedules signiJficantly outperform schedules produced by popular heuristics, by as much asl 10-20%.
Introduction
Advances in technology have made collections of computers that communicate across the Internet a viable computational platform [5] , even for solving individual computational problems [1, 2, 8] . Perhaps the major impediment to scheduling complex computations efficiently in this new environment is temporal unpredictability: * Communication is over the Internet, hence may experience unpredictable delays. * Remote computing clients may not be dedicated to performing the work they receive remotely, hence may execute that work at an unpredictable rate. This uncertainty makes it difficult to accurately identify critical paths in complex computations, hence demands a new scheduling paradigm that acknowledges the strengths and weaknesses of the Internet as a computational medium. Recent papers [3, 11, 12, 13] identify a new goal when scheduling computations consisting of multiple jobs with complex interdependencies for Internet-based computing (IC) . These sources develop the conceptual and algorithmic foundations of IC Scheduling for an idealized version of IC. IC Scheduling attempts to schedule a complex computation in a manner that always maximizes the number of jobs that are eligible for allocation to remote clients, seeking to: * utilize remote clients' computational resources well, by always having work available for allocation; * lessen the likelihood that a computation will stall for lack of tasks that are eligible for execution. IC Scheduling focuses on grids of committed clients (cf. the LHC Computing Grid or the UK e-Science Grid), rather than completely public ones (as in [8] ). Thus, we assume that clients are trustworthy and that they may tarry but do not disappear. IC Scheduling theory optimally schedules a large variety of common computations, such as those in Fig. 1 (whose optimal schedules are derived in [4] , using algorithms from [3, 1] ), as well as myriad less uniform ones. The theory seeks a regimen for scheduling complex IC computations, that has both a strong theoretical grounding and significant benefit for real computations. This paper begins to investigate the theory's benefits, via the following questions:
* What are reasonable computational models within which to evaluate the theory's performance under an a priori unknown sequence of available client machines? * Does IC Scheduling theory have significant positive benefit over simpler scheduling heuristics within these models? We address these questions by comparing schedules mandated by the theory against schedules based on popular heuristics, on randomly generated dags, using two new quality metrics. Our study shares its motivation with [9] but differs from that study in three major respects, that lead to our main contributions.
1. We test the IC-optimal scheduler, ico, of [I1] on hundreds of random dags and many client availability patterns; we generate only dags that are certain to admit IC-optimal schedules. In [9] [3, 11] ). * Compose dags C -which could be the same dag with nodes renamed to achieve disjointness-to obtain a composite dag , as follows. [12, 13, 11] ) to admit such schedules. Our selection process proceeds as follows.
1. We select a random target size for the dag we want to generate (from a few hundred nodes to several thousand). 2. We choose a collection of CBBBs randomly from a repertoire that is defined and analyzed in [11] .
3. We compose the selected CBBBs in ways that are chosen randomly among compositions that are guaranteed (by Theorem 1) to preserve IC-optimal schedulability. A. Selecting CBBBs. Although we select CBBBs from [11] , our methodology applies easily to any CBBBs that admit ICoptimal schedules. The CBBBs we use are random-size instantiations of those depicted in Fig. 2. B. Schedulability and >-priorities among the CBBBs are specified in [11] . [11] , but every dag admits an area-maximizing schedule. (b) If a dag admits an IC-optimal schedule, then every area-maximizing schedule for is IC optimal, and every IC-optimal schedule for is area-maximizing. B. The area-maximization experiment. This experiment generates random dags in the manner described earlier. We study each generated dag as follows.
1. We compute ICO directly, as is generated. 2. For each heuristic Z, we execute fifty times and compute the mean of E , denoted E , and the standard deviation.
We compare schedulers E and Z' under this metric via the quantity A E, uef A. The batched-makespan metric. This quality metric compares schedulers using a "server-centric," rather than "client-centric," model of IC. The "client-centric" modelwhich is the one studied in [3, 11, 12, 13 ]-views the Server as being interrupted by the arrival of an available remote client.
In response, the Server allocates an ELIGIBLEjob to the client, if one exists; otherwise, the client "disappears" (say, looking elsewhere for work). The "server-centric" model-a variant of the model in [10] -has remote clients arrive in groups at preassigned times -perhaps, but not necessarily, periodically. At these times, the Server polls for the presence of both clients [10] . B. The batched-makespan experiment. This experiment generates random dags as described earlier and studies the execution of each dag as follows. We have the Server poll for clients requesting work according to an externally specified schedule. At each poll, the number p of requests for work is a random variable with values distributed exponentially in the set . (Thus, each polling is independent of all others.) In common with [9] , we assume that job execution times are distributed normally, with mean and standard deviation . The variability in the sizes of generated dags, our range of values for p, and the assumed variability in job execution times combine to give us a picture of how our four schedulers behave under a rather broad range of situations. We execute each generated dag fifty times using each of our four schedulers. (In contrast to the area-maximization experiment, for this experiment, Ico encounters randomness also, due to the request-arrival rate p.) We end up with four batched execution times, with E (E C ICO, FIFO, LIFO, GREEDY denoting the mean observed number of pollings required by scheduler S. For each , we compare Ico against its three competitors via the phase-ratio EZ. ICO (so larger ratios favor Ico).
Experimental Results and Interpretation
5.1 Area-Maximization Results. We present both means and 95% confidence intervals for A i\IC , for E C FIFO, LIFO, GREEDY . (The intervals are often so tight that they are indistinguishable from the means.) To be conservative and perspicuous, we fitted curves of the form b ( is the size of the generated dag) to the convex hull of the lower envelope of the observed data. Thus fit, Ai Ico E always grew superlinearly and often few super-quadratically with dag size! A. Familiar dags. We instantiated the dags of Fig. 1 in several different sizes: 3-to-1O-level FFT dags and 10-to-100-level mesh-like dags (to equalize the sizes of the largest dags tested). The plots in Fig. 3 expose a number of meaningful patterns. Most importantly, Ai Ico E grows nontrivially with the size of the dag being scheduled. Specifically, excepting evolving meshes (and evolving trees), which (almost) any strategy schedules well, we found that:
A Ico E grows superlinearly with dag size. so that:
The average per-step gain in ELIGIBLE jobs from using ICO rather than a heuristic grows with dag size. B. Random composite dags. When perusing our plots in A Ico E grows superquadratically with dag size. so that:
The average per-step gain in ELIGIBLE jobsfrom using Ico rather than a heuristic grows superlinearly with dag size. The fact that some coefficients are very small suggests that the indicated advantage may be discernible only for rather large dags. Comparisons among the competitors.
* Ico , represented via means and 95% confidence intervals, as a function of the client arrival rate p (plotted in a logarithmic scale along the x-axes of the plots). Our results suggest an unexpected consistency between the structural area-maximization metric and the behavioral batched-makespan metric-at least for an important range of values of p. Specifically, it appears that using schedules of higher IC quality has a benign effect on batched-makespan. If this observation is verified by subsequent (planned) study, then this could greatly simplify the scheduling problem for IC.
A. Familiar dags. The FFT-dag plots of Fig. 5 contain instances in which GREEDY ICO indicating that GREEDY sometimes takes fewer phases to complete than does Ico, a situation described at the end of Section 4.3.1.
B. Random composite dags. The plots in Fig. 6 provide insight into schedulers' "random performance" under the batched-makespan metric. Notably, these results are quite consistent with those in [9] , despite the differences in the two studies, as described earlier. The overall "shapes" of the plots in Figs. 5 and 6 are expected. For extreme values of p, scheduling strategy has no impact on batched makespan. If requests are very sparse, then any scheduler will generate enough ELIGIBLE jobs. If there is, effectively, an unlimited supply of requests, then the batched makespan is really limited only by the sequential depth of the dag, so any approximately breadth-first allocation of jobs should be roughly as good as any other. It is only between these extremes that one discerns significant differences among schedulers. The detailed placement and amplitude of the "humps" in the plots depend on the structure of the dag being executed. Notably, though, in no experiment did we note a mean phase-ratio below; i.e.: in all experiments, ico at least matched the batched-makespan performance of the competing heuristics. And, in many instances-cf. Fig. 6 -ico completed execution in 10-20% fewer phases than its competitors, over a range of values of p. 6 Where We Are, and Where We're Going Our study supplements the evidence in [9] aD)
